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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the connections between symbolic matrix derivatives as 
developed in the statistical literature and the mathematical theory of differentials. It is 
shown how many published results on symbolic matrix derivatives can be obtained by 
straightforward algebraic manipulations. Monotone operators and quadratic differen- 
tial forms are used to solve certain extreme-value problems in statistics in a simple and 
rigorous way. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper explores the connections between symbolic matrix derivatives 
as developed in the statistical literature and the mathematical theory of 
differentials. Symbolic matrix derivatives were introduced into the statistical 
literature in 1948 by Dwyer and Macphail [6]; subsequent developments are 
well covered in the survey paper by Nel [15] and in the book by Rogers [24], 
both published in 1980. See also the paper by Pollock [21]. The calculus of 
matrix derivatives in one or more (possibly infinite number of) real variables is 
well established in the mathematical literature; see e.g., [9], [20], [22]. 
Since this survey paper contains no new results, all proofs are omitted; 
reference, however, by page number is given for each nontrivial result. 
*This research was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada. 
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PART I. CHOOSING SUITABLE BASES 
1. Representation of Vectors and Linear Maps 
In this paper, Z+ will denote the set of all positive integers; every linear 
(vector) space L is over the real field [w, is of dimension in Z+, and is 
equipped with a basis { wl} I E IcLj, where Z(L) is an index set. 
Let Z be a finite nonempty set. We shall use DB ’ to denote the linear space 
of all real-valued functions on 1 equipped with the pointwise addition + and 
pointwise scalar multiplication: 
(g+h)(i)=di)+h(i), (ag)(i)=ag(i), g,hER’, aER, iGZ. 
We shall equip [w ’ with the inner product ( , ) and the corresponding norm 
II II: 
For convenience, we shall use any one of (g(i)),,,,(g(i)), (gi)i,,,(gi) to 
denote a given g in Iw ‘. The usual basis for Iw ’ is { Wj } i E ,, where 
wi(i> = ‘ij> i, j E I, (1.1) 
and the ajj’s are the Kronecker symbols. Let I,, I, be nonempty finite sets. 
RecaIl that I, X I, is the set of all ordered pairs (a, b) with a E I, and 
b E I,. Let A E Iw ‘1 xfz. Then A is called matrix on I, x I,, and we may write 
A as (ai, j) or (aij) with the understanding that each aij = A((i, j)). The 
matrix (a ji) on I, X I, is called the transpose of A and will be denoted by AT. 
If I, = I,, then Xaij is called the trace of A and will be denoted by tr A. By 
(l.l), the usual basis for Iwz~xz~ is { Eij} with 
Eij((i’, jr)) = 6iiAjj,, i,i’E I,, j, j’ E I,. 
For any f E(W’, the element g in Iwzx(‘) with each g((i, 1)) = f(i) is called 
the column (or vector) representation of f and will be denoted by vet f. 
Obviously, 
PROPOSITION 1.1. vet is an isomurphism of !R’ onto R”(‘) (i.e., vet is 
a one-to-one function of R ’ onto R Ix (l) suchthatvec(f+g)=vecf+vecg, 
vec( af) = LY vet f for all f, g E R ’ and for all (Y E Iw ). 
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Now let N, M be linear spaces with bases 4 = { u, },, E rcNj, Y = 
kJVnEI04) respectively. Let x E N. Then x = XX,U, for some unique real 
numbers x,. We shah use [xl* or [x] to denote (x,)E IR’(~)~{~). Obviously, 
PROPOSITION 1.2. [ 1% is an &morphism ofN onto !Rz(N)x(ll 
We shall use Y(N, M) to denote the linear space of all linear maps of N 
into M. Let Z’ E 9(N, M). Then for each n E Z(N), T(u,) = Dmn~,,l)nl for 
some unique real numbers t,,. The matrix (t,,) on Z(M)XZ(N) is called the 
matrix representation of T with respect to (9, V) and wiIl be denoted by 
PI -f-s? or [T]. Obviously, 
PROPOSITION 1.3. [ ] y4 is an isomorphism of 2’( N, M) onto R z(“‘xz(h”. 
Matrices are introduced to represent linear maps. Let I, be a nonempty 
finite set, A=(u~~)EIW~~~~~, B=(bjk)~Rr2Xz3. The matrix product of 
A, B, denoted by AB, is defined as the matrix C = (cik) on I, X I, such that 
each cik=Caijbj,. If I,= {1,2 ,..., m} and I,= {1,2 ,..., n], then Rz~xz~ 
will be denoted by M,,,. Each element in M,, Xn is called an m x n matrix. 
If further n = 1, then M,,, is called the m-dimensional Euclidean space and 
will be denoted by R m. For developing the theory of matrices, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that ah of the above I,, I,, and I, take the form 
{1,2 ,..., m}. For example, the index set I, may be { 1,2,. . . , m } X 
{L-Q,..., n }, and for above C, it could be cumbersome to index I, by 
{1,2,..., mn } in a prescribed way and then calculate the entries cik. 
Now let L be a linear space with a basis YV = { w!} I E z(Lj. The use of the 
matrix product is seen from the following two easily proved results: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. [T(x)], = [T],,[xl,, x E N, T E z(N, M). 
PROPOSITION 1.5 [Chain (composite) rule]. 
[soTI,,= [S],,[T],,> s E JeM, L), T E zP(N, M), 
where 0 is the composition for Functions. 
With Proposition 1.4, we may regard the matrix [T] yifl as the linear map 
T. More generally, if f is an isomorphism of L onto M, then each element x 
in L may be identified with the element f(x) in M. 
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2. Representations of Differentials. 
The notation L, M, N, W, 92, V in Section 1 will be kept, and every 
linear space will be equipped with a norm ]I 1). Let x E N, and f be a 
function into M such that its domain includes an open ball in N that contains 
x. The differential of f at x [denoted by df(r)] is defined as an element in 
A?( N, M ) such that 
lim f(~+dx)-f(r)-df(r)(dx) =O(EM) 
Ildxll IlW - 0 
(2.1) 
If df(x) exists for all x in the ball, then the function mapping the ball into 
Z(N, M) is denoted by df. If also differentiable, its differential is d2f(x). 
Let C c N. We shall write f E C (I) if df is continuous on C and write 
fEC c2) if d2f is continuous on C. It is clear that if df(x) exists [in 
9( N, M)], then df( x) is unique. Moreover, the existence and the value of 
df( x) do not depend on the choice of norms. Suppose that df( x) exists, and 
let h E N. By (2.1), 
df(x)(h)= lim 
f(x + th) - f(x) 
1+0 t 
(2.2) 
The matrix [ df(x)] is called the Jacobian matrix or matrix representation of 
df(x) (with respect to a’, V”). If N = M and % = *y_, then the determinant 
I[ df( r )J ) can be defined in the usual way and is called the Jacobian of f at x. 
Since { u, } is a basis for M, f(x) = C f,(x )v, for some unique real numbers 
f,(x). By Proposition 1.4, (2.1), and (2.2), we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
(a) [df(r)(dx)l= [df(r)l[dxl. 
@> tdf(x)l= (af,(x)/%,), where Jf,(x)/ax, = df,(x)(a,). 
Hence if f is real-valued, then 
The notion vet used by many statisticians (see e.g. Henderson and Searle 
[8]) arises naturally in the representations [ df(x)] for a real-valued function f. 
By (2.1) and Proposition 1.4, we obtain the representations of the differentials 
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of affine functions: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. LetfES?(N,M). ThenforeachcEM, 
d(f(x)+ 4(d4 = f(d4 dx E N. 
Hence 
[dfb)l = [f 1, 
tit {Hi)fsl be a family of inner-product spaces Hi of dimensions 
r, E Z+, H be the direct product of the Hi’s, and f be a function of a subset 
of H into an inner-product space M. Fix i and the xj’s in Hj with j f i. Let 
g,(xi)= f(x) with x =(x~)E H. The differential of gi at xi will be denoted 
by ax2 f(x). Suppose that f E A(” and x = (xi) E A. Then obviously, for any 
dxi E Hi, with dx = (dxi) E H, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Leibniz’s rule). 
df(x)(dx)= I? ‘x,f(x)(dxi). 
i=l 
Hence, in a partitioned fm, 
with the understanding that [x] =([x,]~,[x~]~,...,[x,]~)~. 
Leibniz’s rule allows us to reduce the number of variables that must be 
differentiated simultaneously. If the Hi’s and M are equal to R, then with the 
usual basis for R, Leibniz’s rule is the familiar formula 
s af(x) 
dfW(dx) = i;I ar,d~’ 
1 






‘**-’ ax, i * I 2 
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By (2.1), the differential operator d is linear at a given point X: 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Linear rule). Let A be a subset of N, x E A, f, g be 
functions into M such that f, g E A(‘), a, /? E R, and dx E N. Then 
4af +&+)(dx) = adf(x)(dx)+pdg(x)(dx). 
Hence 
[dbf +&z)(x)] = ~[df(4l+Pbdx)l. 
A simple proof of the following result can be found in [29, p. 751. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 [Composite (chain) rule]. Let A be a subset of N; D be 
a subset of M; f, g be functions into L, D respectively such that f E D(l) and 
g E A”); x E A with g(x) E D; y = g(x); and dx E N. Then 
df(&))(W = df(d&(x)@)). 
Hence 
[df(gW)l = [df(y)l [dg(x)l. 
Let H,, H,, . . . , H, be linear spaces, &? be the product linear space of the 
Hi’s, and A be a function of Q into M. Then A is multilinear if A is 
separately linear, i.e. each A ((h 1, h,, . . . , hi _ Ir . , hi + 1,. . . , h,)) is linear on Hi. 
For any h = (hi) in Q, r\(h) will be written as Ah, or h, A h, A . . . A h,. 
Let {Ui,k,)k,EZ(Hq) be a basis for Hi, and suppose that A is multilinear. It is 
clear that there exists a function (a m,(k,,k, ,,.,, k,,)) of I = ‘(MIX X :=I ‘(Hi) 
into Iw such that for any { k, }, 
Ul,k, A %k, A . ’ ’ A %k,= &&n,(k,,k2 j..., k,,%,* 
The above function will be denoted by [ A ] and is called the matrix represen- 
tation of A (with respect to the given bases). The function [ ] is an 
isomorphism of the linear space of all multilinear functions (of Q into M with 
the usual operations) onto R ‘. If n = 1, then [ ] is the matrix representation 
on P(s2, M) introduced in Section 1. If n = 2, A is said to be bilinear, and is 
called a bilinear form if M = R. The following result follows from Leibniz’s 
rule. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6 (Rules for multilinear functions A). Let xi, dxi E Hi, 
x = (xi), dx = (dxi) E Cl. Then 
d(x, A x2 A . . . A x,)(dx) 
=k Xl A x2 A . . . Ari_lAdxiAxi+lA ... Ax,. 
i=l 
Hence 
[d( x1 A x2 A . . . A xn)] = [A,, A,,..., A,], 
where each 
Ai= [x,Ax,A ... Ax,_~A oAx~+~A -xx,,]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7 (Product rule). Let A be as in Proposition 2.6, A be a 
subset of N, and fi‘ be a function into Hi such that f E A(‘), i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
LetxEAanddxEN. Then 
d( fi(x)r\ . . . A f,(x))&) = i fi(x)A . . . A Lb+WXx)(dx) 
i=l 
A f;+d+f . . . A f,(x). 
Hence 
[d(f,(x)A . . . A f,(d)] 
= i [fi(G ... AA_,(x)A”AA+,(x)A *.. Afn(x)][df;(x)l. 
i=l 
In particular, if n = 2, then 
d(f,(+ f,(x))(dx) = fi(x)” df(x)(dx)+df,(x)(dx) A h(x) 
and 
[d(f,(x)A f,(x))] = k(x)” 01 [d&(x)] + f” A f,b>l [df,(x)l. 
(2.3) 
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The above result follows from the chain rule and the rules for multilinear 
functions. For brevity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case where n = 2. 
The product rule, in its representation form, depends on the bases chosen 
as well as on the obvious function A. This is why different authors obtained 
various product rules (see e.g. Neudecker [17], Vetter [28], Tracy and Singh 
[27], McDonald and Swaminathan [14], MacRae [ll], McDonald [13], and 
Bentler and Lee [2]). 
3. Examples 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let f(X) = X r, X E M,,, Xn. Then f is the transpose on 
M “, x n. Since f is linear, by Proposition 2.2 we have [ df( X )] = [ f 1. Let us 
take the usual basis {Eij} for M,,,. Then each f(Eij) = E;’ = Fji, say, 
which is like Ei j with the dimensions reversed. Let I = { 1,2,. . . , m } X 
{1,2,...,n}, J= {1,2 )...) n}X{1,2 )...) m 1, and write [f I = (ctj’.i’,.cz,j, ). 
Then [f] E RJxr and each 
'(j',i'),(i, j) = si’isjj’. 
Various authors order the entries of the above matrix and call it a commuta- 
tion, permutation, or vet-permutation matrix (see e.g. Tracy and Dwyer [26], 
MacRae [ll], Magnus and Neudecker [12], Henderson and Searle [8], 
Neudecker and Wansbeek [19], Neudecker [IS]). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let S, denote the set of all symmetric matrices in Mpxp, 
and let Wp denote the set of all matrices A in S, with ]A] > 9. Then S, is a 
p( p + 1)/2dimensional linear subspace of MpXp, and W, is open in S, 1281. 
Let f(Z)=ln]ZJ, E=(Zij)~ W,,. Let X,dX E M,,,. Then by Leibniz’s 
rule, we obtain dlX((dX) = tr((adjX)dX). Hence 
dJXJ(dX)= ]X]tr(X-‘dX) if X-’ exists, (3.1) 
d(ln]X() dX = trX-‘dX if (XJ>O. (3.2) 
In particular, 
d(ln]Z])(dZ) = tr(Z-‘dZ), SW,, dZC$,. 
Although the representation [d ln(Z]] depends on the chosen bases, by 
Proposition 2.1 it is always a p( p + 1)/2-row vector. For a better understand- 
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ing of symbolic derivatives, we shall find three representations [d lnlZ\] of 
d InlZI. Note first that for i + j, the Eij’s in the usual basis for M,,, are not 
in S,. Let us choose a basis (W,j}ci,j,E,~Sp~ for S,, where Z(S,)= {(i, j): i, j 
E {l,%..., P}, i > j}, each Wij = cij(Eij + Eji), and each cij is a real 
constant that will be discussed later. Since (a ij) = t; _ ’ is symmetric, by (3.2) 
we have (d InlZI)(Wij)= ~c,~u,~. Thus with the usual basis for R, 
(3.3) 
If we choose each cij = f, then with the notation vech in Henderson and 
Searle [8], (3.3) gives 
[d ln(Zj] = (vechZ-‘)T, (3.4) 
which is essentially 
as given by Dwyer [5, pp. 61%6191. If we choose cij = I/& for i > j and 
c, j = i for i = j, then ( Wj j 1 is orthonormal in S, and (3.3) gives 
(3.5) 
where for X=(X,j)~Mpxp, diag X is defined as the matrix ( XijS, j). If we 
choose ci j = 1 for i > j and c, j = i for i = j, then (3.3) gives 
[dln[ZI] = (vech(2Z-’ -diagZel))T, (3.6) 
which is essentially the result given by Anderson [l, p. 3471. It is true that one 
can choose any basis he wishes. However, one must not forget that represen- 
tations are introduced to simplify a given problem. For example, in develop- 
ing the theory of Hilbert spaces, orthonormal bases are used as means to 
represent vectors so that various results can be obtained in a simple way. In 
the above [ df( Z)], insisting on an orthonormal basis will turn around the ends 
and means, and yield complicated formulae such as (3.5). 
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PART II. APPLICATIONS IN STATISTICS 
4. Minima and Maxima in Statistics 
Let (f, A) be a variation pair, i.e., A be a set and f be a real-valued 
function on A. The corresponding optimization (or programming) problem is 
to find an x0 E A such that f(xa) = minf(A). If we wish to find supf(A), 
we may replace f by - f. Without imposing serious conditions on f, there is 
no general theory available that can help us to solve the optimization problem 
for an arbitrary variation pair. To illustrate the difficulty, let x be an observed 
sample value and L be the corresponding likelihood function. In finding a * 
maximum-likelihood estimate (m.1.e.) e(r) for the parameter 8, many of us 
would set [dL(fl)] equal to zero and solve the equation explicitly or by an 
algorithm thro:gh a computer. However, the solutions of [dL(B)] may not 
give an m.1.e. B(X). Also, 6’(x) may not even exist. This phenomena is in fact 
not unusual in discrete statistical analysis (see e.g. [3]). Our purpose here is to 
present some methods of solving an optimization problem that are mathe- 
matically rigorous. 
The following result follows from the Corollary on p. 86 of [9]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C be a convex subset of N, and f be a real-valued 
function such that f E C (I) Suppose that f is convex on C, and let x0 E C. . 
Then: 
(a) f(xO)= min f(C) if and only if df(x,)(x,)= mindf(x,)(C). 
(b) f(xO) = min f(C) ifdf(x,) = 0. 
(c) Zf f is strictly convex on C, then there exists at most one x0 E C such 
that f(xO) = min f(C). 
The above result is important: its (a) part relates a convex-programming 
problem to a family {(df(x),C)},,c of linear-programming problems; its (b) 
part is a special case of (a) in the sense that it is a sufficient condition under 
which f(xO) = min f(C). (In statistical practice, this special case is very 
useful.) In using the above result, we need methods of checking the convexity 
of f. A function g of C into the conjugate space N# of N is said to be 
(strictly) increasing if for any distinct X, y E C, (g(x) - g(y))(x - y) >, 0 
( > 0) [20, p. 741. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C be a convex subset of N, and f be a real-valued 
function such that f E C (I) Then f is (strictly) convex if and onZy if df is . 
(strictly) increasing on C. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let C be an open convex subset of N, and f be a 
real-valued function such that f E C (2) Then f is convex (strictly convex) if . 
and only if d “f( x) is nonnegative definite (positive definite) for each point x 
in C. 
The above two results follow from the two results in [20, pp. 84-871. To 
apply Proposition 4.3, we note that the quadratic form Q( d “f( x)) of d “f( x) is 
Q(d2f(x))(dx) = &,,df(x)(dx), (4.1) 
where adz indicates that dx is treated as a constant while we are differenti- 
ating df(x)(dx). The representation [Q(d2f(x))] is a Hessian matrix and 
depends on the chosen basis 9 for N. We shall give three examples to 
demonstrate the simplicity, rigor, and usefulness of this approach. 
5. Examples 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let U = ( ui j) be an N x t matrix of normally distributed 
random variables uij with 
E(U)=0 and 
Suppose that Z is known. Consider the model U = BY + TZ, where B and r 
are n X n and n X p matrices of unknown parameters and B is positive 
definite. This is the familiar problem of full-information maximum-likelihood 
estimation of the structureequation model considered by Fisk [7], Neudecker 
[ 161, and Tracy and Singh [27]. The log-likelihood function L of (B, r) is 
L(B,1.)=c+tlnlB[+ilnX-‘-:trZ-‘AWA’., 
where c is a constant, 
w=’ y t z (YT>ZT), ( 1 A = (6 r> E Mnx(n+p). 
We shall assume that W is positive definite and find the maximum-likelihood 
estimate of A. Let dA = (dB, dr) E i14,,~(~+~), dA # 0. Then 
dL(A)(dA) = t trB-‘(dB)T- t trZ_‘AW(dA)r, 
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BY (4.1) 
Q(@L(A))(dA )= -ttrB-‘dBB-‘(dB)r-ttrC-l(dA)W(dA 
I 
) . 
Since B, Z, and W are positive definite, Q( d2L( A))(dA) CC 0. By Proposition 
4.3, L is strictly concave on !vI,,~(,,+~). Now dL(A) = 0 if 
(B-‘,O) = Z-‘AW. (5.1) 
By Proposition 4.1, the solution of (5.1) is the maximum-likelihood estimate 
of A. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the regression model Y = XB + E, where X is a 
known n X p matrix of rank r, n > p, and F is normal of mean 0 and 
covariance Z = u 2V, where V ’ exists. For the case where V = 1 and r = p, 
Theil and Schweitzer [25] show that A 0 = (I - X(X rX ) _ ‘X r )/( n - p + 2) 
minimizes E((YrAY-a2)2)=(2trA2+(1-trA)2)a2 when AX=0 and A 
is positive definite. Calvert and Seber [4] provide another proof. Let S = 
{ A E S, : AX = O}, S, = { A E S : A is nonnegative definite}, and 
A= n_j+2(v-r-V-iX(XTV~rX)~xrV-i), 
where B- denotes a generalized inverse of B (for generalized inverses, see LI 
e.g. [23]). It is routine to prove that A E S,. We shall show that A minimizes 
E((YTAY - a2)‘)= a4(2tr(AV)2 +(l- tr(AV))2 when A ES,. Let 
f(A)=2tr(AV)2+(1-tr(AV))2, AES,. 
Let dA E S,. Then 
df(A)(dA) = 4trAV(dA)V+2(1- trAV)( - tr(dA)V) 
= tr[4VAV- 2(1- trAV)V] dA. 
Let A, B be distinct elements in S,. Then 
(df(A)-df(B))(A-B)=tr[4V(A-B)V+Ztr((A-B)V)V](A-B) 
= 4tr((A - B)V)2+2(tr(A - B)V)” > 0. 
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(By Corollary 2.2 in [30], (A - B)V is similar to a nonzero diagonal matrix 
and therefore tr((A - B)V)2 > 0.) By Proposition 4.2, f is strictly convex on 
S, (and therefore strictly convex on S). Let dA E S. Then AVdA = dA/ 
(n-r++)and 
trAV= n_~+2tr[Z-*(XTV~1X)~XrV~1]= n-r 
n-rt2’ 
so 
dj’(A)(dA) = tr .yft2 
] 
- 2VdA + ;=; VdA] = 0. 
By Proposition 4.1, f(A)= minf(S). Thus for all u > 0, A minimizes 
E((Y rAY - IJ~)~) for all A in S,. Our method is simple (we use neither 
Lagrange multipliers nor matrix representations), our argument is rigorous, 
and our conclusion is stronger: By taking V = I,, r = p and assuming that A 
is positive definite, we obtain the above result of Theil and Schweitzer. 
Just as in the special case considered by Theil and Schweitzer, in our 
general setting, with n > p, 
is an unbiased estimator of cr2, but Var 6 2 is greater than E(( Y ‘AY - u 2)2). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let (x,, x2 ,..., x,,) be a random sample of size n from a 
normal population N,(p, V). Then the BQUE of V is X’AX, where A 
minimizes g(A) = (Y trA2 + /?sTA2s, s = (1, 1,. . . , l)T E R”, A E S,, sTAs = 0, 
trA = 1, (Y = zT(Z,2 + K,,)(V@V)z, /I = zT(Z,2 + K,,)(V@ZqT + Z~.L~@V)Z, 
x E R P2, and K,, is the p2 X p2 commutation matrix. For references, see 




We shall now give a simple proof. Let 
f(A)=otrA2+Ps”A2s+X(trA-1), A E N, 
where N = { A E S,, : sTAs = 0} and h is a Lagrange multiplier. Let A, dA E N. 
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Then 
df(A)(dA)= 2cutrAdA +2psTA(dA)s + htrdA, 
Q(d2f(A))(dA) = 2cutr(dA)2+2/3sT(dA)2s. 
Since cx, p > 0, Q(d2f(A))(dA) >, 0. By Proposition 4.3, f is convex on N. 
Note that df( B)( dA) = 0 if and only if 2o1 tr dA + Xtr dA = 0. So df( B)( dA) 
= 0 if we take X = - 2a. By Proposition 4.1, B minimizes f(A). Since B is 
in the domain of g, by the theory of Lagrange multipliers [lo, p. 871, R 
minimizes g(A). 
In fact, we can give a shorter proof without using the Lagrange multi- 
pliers: let C = { A E N: trA = 1). Then g is convex on the convex set C and 
dg(A)(dA) = 2atrAdA +2/3s“AdAs, AEC, da EN. 
Now 
dg(B)(dA) = 2artrdA. 
Since dg( B) is constant on C, dg( B)( B) = min dg( B)(C). By Proposition 4.1, 
B minimizes g(C). The simplicity of the proof comes in specifying the 
domain C of g and the domain N of dg(A), A E C. For the proof of 
Neudecker, see [18] and his earlier papers listed in [18]. 
Note added in proofi It is understood that N in Propositions 4.3 and 4.1 is 
an inner product space and N * is identified with N through the Riesz 
representation; see [31]. The author wishes to thank the referees for [IS] and a 
new introduction. 
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